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Abstract. Intelligent text entry methods use techniques from artificial intelligence to improve entry rates. While these text entry methods are useful in situations when a full-sized keyboard is impractical or unavailable, they also require
substantial training investment from users. We hypothesize that intelligent text
entry tutors may reduce this time and effort. However, before we set out to design these tutors we need to consider their design space. This paper contributes
to this understanding by proposing and analyzing five design dimensions: automaticity, error correction, coverage, feedback and engagement.
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1 Introduction
Intelligent text entry methods use techniques from artificial intelligence (AI) to improve entry rates. Examples of such methods are handwriting and speech recognition,
the touch-screen gesture keyboard SHARK2 [3] (commercialized as ShapeWriter/Swype/T9 Trace/Flext9), and the gaze writing method Dasher [10].
What these and other such methods have in common is that design restrictions,
such as the form factor of the device or the capabilities of the user, reduce the input
rate compared to ten-finger touch-typing on a full-sized keyboard. To compensate for
a lower input rate intelligent text entry methods infer or predict what the user intends
to write [2]. A challenge for some of these methods is that users need to relearn how
to write using them, either completely (e.g. [10]) or partially (e.g. [3]). While commercial typing tutors are available for full-sized keyboards (e.g. Sega’s Typing of the
Dead), intelligent text entry methods pose unique challenges for learners. We here
propose and analyze five design dimensions when building text entry tutors for them.

2 Design Dimensions
The first dimension is automaticity. For users to write fast they need saturate motor
learning. This may require users to push themselves beyond an initial performance
boundary or comfort zone. It has been suggested [4] that one effective way of achieving this is to use the expanding rehearsal interval algorithm [5] (also known as spaced
repetition). This algorithm asks the user to write a word according to a certain rehearsal interval. If the user writes the word correctly within a set threshold the rehearsal
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interval is extended according to a multiplier. Otherwise, it is assumed the user has
not reached automaticity for this word and the interval is left unchanged. Thus the
algorithm regulates the tradeoff between rehearsing a word so often it is a waste of the
user’s time and rehearsing a word so seldom that the user never progresses. If users
still fail to progress past their comfort zone, we also suggest investigating whether a
series of immediate repetitions can trigger a transition.
The second dimension is error correction. Error correction is an unavoidable aspect of text entry and users need to know how to most effectively use the error correction techniques that are provided. For some interfaces, such as multimodal mobile
speech recognition, there may be more than five different ways of correcting errors
[9], each with its own pros and cons. The performance benefits in understanding when
to use a certain error correction strategy can be substantial. For example, words that
are out-of-vocabulary may never be correctly identified by the recognizer. In such
cases expert users immediately fall back to another modality.
The third dimension is coverage. There are hundreds of thousands of words in a
language. Fortunately two phenomena dramatically reduce this space. First, words
tend to follow a highly skewed power law distribution known as Zipf’s law1. It tells
us that the most frequent words in a language comprise a large fraction of the text
mass. For instance, it has been observed that around 46% of the British National Corpus consists of the 100 most frequent words [4]. Hence, substantial gains can be obtained by letting users practice only the top 100–200 most frequent words initially.
Second, users have both an active and passive vocabulary. Passive words are the
words we understand while active words are the words we as individuals use when we
write and speak. While the former is in the order of tens of thousands of words the
latter is usually only in the order of thousands. Hence, once a user is well practiced on
the most frequent words in the language we suggest identifying the individual user’s
active words (e.g. by mining sent emails) and thereafter using these for further practice. It has been argued that the distinction between active and passive words is sharp
rather than gradual [6] so dividing up the words users practice into these two sets is
not as arbitrary as it may initially appear.
The fourth dimension is feedback. Here at least three factors need to be considered.
First, users need to be informed on how they are progressing and they need to be
rewarded for their progress (see also the fifth dimension engagement below). Second,
the complexities in the underlying AI algorithms can result in behavior that puzzles
users [2]. Ideally, text entry tutors can explain why AI algorithms fail to recognize or
predict an intended word. For instance, Kristensson [2] describes various techniques
such as confidence visualization and morphing the user’s input into the recognized
output to help users understand how systems process their data. Third, users who are
using suboptimal strategies may benefit from immediate guidance. If empirical data
on common misunderstandings among users is collected into an error library [7] then
systems may be able to diagnose users’ errors and provide remedial instructions [7].
The fifth dimension is engagement. Text entry tutors have to some extent explored
this before, such as in a balloon game that explicitly stated “fun” as a design goal [4]
and in a writing tutor for Japanese characters which was inspired by an existing game
1

Zipf’s law estimates the probability
of occurrence of a word in a corpus to be
where is the statistical rank of the word in decreasing order and α is close to one.
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[8]. However, these tutors were relatively simple and repetitive. Users are generally
impatient and need to be quickly convinced that learning a new text entry method is
worthwhile. Therefore it is important to not only hook users initially but to also keep
them hooked until they are able to use the new text entry method effectively. Clanton
[1] discusses how user interface design can be aided by game design in this regard.

3 Conclusions
Teaching intelligent text entry methods poses unique challenges due to several factors, such as the complexities of the underlying AI algorithms, the need for users to
quickly reach automaticity for frequently used words, and the need to hook users until
they are able to use the new text entry methods effectively. To guide the design of
intelligent text entry tutors we here proposed and analyzed five dimensions. These
reflect design issues when teaching a wide array of text entry methods. We currently
use these to guide our own development and hope they will stimulate further research.
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